Infrastructure Concessions and PPP:
Expectations of the industry and innovative economic, legal and contractual approaches for accelerating pipelines of infrastructure projects in Asia (background One Belt One Road Project)
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Speakers:

Roger Fiszelson
Confederation of International Contractors Association General Manager:
Expectations of the industry and role of CICA in the development of the UNECE International Centre of Excellence Concessions and PPP "best practices, laws and institutions”.

Marc Frilet
Avocat Paris Bar, Vice-president IFEJI:
The answer of international legal community and role of IFEJI in the development of the UNECE International Centre of Excellence Concessions and PPP "best practices, laws and institutions": possible impact on One Belt One Road.

Vincent Piron
International expert economy of infrastructure, President ETIC-PPP:
The benefit of multidisciplinary expert team for proposing an innovative framework boosting pipelines of Concessions and PPP around the world: possible impact on One Belt One Road.

Robert Guillaumond
Avocat Paris Bar:
Global perspectives on the role of international lawyers for developing infrastructure projects in Asia.
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